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Speech 

Rework your speech’s thesis using what we talked about in class. You should be able to state 

your thesis in terms of a frame: “Although many people say/believe ________; this is false 

because: 1) _____________, 2) _____________, and 3) _____________.” Return to you speech 

outline and prepare three main points that support the thesis. Also come prepared to discuss 

evidence for your thesis. 

 

IPA 

Go to the following University of Victoria, public audio IPA chart 

(http://web.uvic.ca/ling/resources/ipa/charts/IPAlab/IPAlab.htm) and click on every sound on the 

chart (i.e. pulmonic consonants, non-pulmonic consonants, vowels). When you click on a 

character/symbol on the chart you will hear the sound that that character/symbol represents 

followed by a vowel and in between two vowels. While listening to every sound determine if you 

think this sound is in English, and at least one other language you know. Make a chart which lists 

the character/symbols, the name of the character/symbol, an example word from two languages. 

If the sound is not in the languages, indicate so with dashes. Make sure that you input the correct 

IPA character by either using a IPA character picker (http://westonruter.github.io/ipa-

chart/keyboard/) or downloading the IPA fonts and using a keyboard 

(http://scripts.sil.org/cms/scripts/page.php?site_id=nrsi&id=UniIPAKeyboard) 

 

For Example: 

      Example Example Example 

Character Name    English Word Spanish Word Arabic Word 

[p]  voiceless bilabial plosive prince  pavo  --- 

[ʙ]  bilabial trill   ---  ---  --- 

[β]  voiced bilabial fricative ---  Cuba  --- 

 

IPA – Naming 

You are not responsible to be able to name, or give the character for a sound by memory for the 

non-English sounds. However, you are responsible for being able to use the IPA chart to identify 

a character. 

 

http://web.uvic.ca/ling/resources/ipa/charts/IPAlab/IPAlab.htm
http://westonruter.github.io/ipa-chart/keyboard/
http://westonruter.github.io/ipa-chart/keyboard/
http://scripts.sil.org/cms/scripts/page.php?site_id=nrsi&id=UniIPAKeyboard
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1) Provide the phonetic symbols for the following sounds 

a. Palatal lateral approximant 

b. Alveolar implosive 

c. Uvular ejective 

d. Alveo-lateral click 

e. Labiodental flap 

f. Voiced alveolar lateral fricative 

g. Voiced epiglottal fricative 

h. Retroflex approximant  

 

2) Name the following sounds in the correct format (i.e. Voicing place (lateral) (nasal) 

manner ) 

a. [ʙ] 

b. [ɸ] 

c. [ɟ] 

d. [ɲ] 

e. [ǃ] 

f. [r] 

g. [pˈ] 

h. [ɠ] 

 

3) Provide the phonetic symbol for the following vowels 

a. mid-high back unrounded vowel 

b. low front unrounded vowel 

c. mid-low front rounded vowel 

d. High-mid front unrounded vowel 

e. Low-mid back rounded vowel 

 

4) Name the following vowels in the correct format (i.e. height backness rounding) 

a. [ø] 

b. [y] 

c. [ɒ] 

d. [ɯ] 

e. [ʉ] 

 


